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a b s t r a c t
We detect changes in the optical properties of a metal oxide semiconductor (MOS), ZnO, in a multi-thinﬁlm matrix with platinum in the presence of the hydrocarbon gas methane. A limit of detection of 2% by
volume with concentrations from 0 to 10% and maximum resolution of 0.15% with concentrations ranging
from 30% to 80% at room temperature are demonstrated along with a selective chemical response to
methane over carbon dioxide and the other alkane gases. The device yields the equivalent maximum bulk
refractive index spectral sensitivity of 1.8 × 105 nm/RIU. This is the ﬁrst time that the optical properties of
MOS have been monitored to detect the presence of a speciﬁc gas. This single observation is a signiﬁcant
result, as MOS have a potentially large number of target gases, thus offering a new paradigm for gas
sensing using MOSs.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS) have been widely
researched for their possible application to the ﬁeld of gas sensing;
in particular, the detection of toxic and explosive gases in air such
as carbon monoxide and methane [1,2]. MOS sensors have been
shown to have advantages over more conventional spectroscopic
techniques that rely on the measurement of absorption features
[3]; such as lower fabrication costs, miniaturisation, integration
and multiplexing capabilities. The downside of MOS sensors are
problems and issues related to stability and chemical selectivity
along with their need to operate above ambient temperature, and
as a result of their electrical operation there is the problem of spark
hazards. Elevated temperature operation and sparking hazards
are signiﬁcant problems in the detection of methane and other
potentially explosive gases [2,3].
The key chemical and physical properties of methane gas are
that it is colourless, odourless, explosive, an asphyxiate and lighter
than air. Monitoring the presence and concentration of methane
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is a major safety issue for a number of industries; for example,
in coalmines, power plants, waste water treatment, landﬁll sites
and the petroleum chemical industry [4]. Recently methane has
achieved much greater prominence in the public domain because
of its more signiﬁcant role than carbon dioxide in the greenhouse
effect [5].
There has been interest by researchers to develop nonelectrical sensing technologies, to address the aforementioned
issues. Spectroscopic techniques have been explored [4,6,7] in the
telecommunications wavelength range from 1300 nm to 1700 nm.
These spectroscopic sensing platforms operate very well as individual units but have several drawbacks, for example, spark hazard
from peripheral and drive electronics in standalone units, their
robustness in extreme environments, difﬁculties in multiplexing
these type of sensors to form a sensing array and their relatively
high cost to produce. There are other problems with spectroscopic
techniques, such as the typically used absorption lines of methane
(1330 nm, 1667 nm) having a natural linewidth far narrower than
the majority of the telecommunications laser modules including
distributed feedback lasers (DFBs); typically an unmodulated CW
DFB laser has a linewidth is of a few MHz, which can result in
a very small intensity variation even for relatively large gas concentrations. There are solutions to this particular problem, using
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the sequence of deposition of the layers that make up the thin ﬁlm coating, with thickness of germanium (48 nm), silicon dioxide (48 nm), platinum
(3 nm) and zinc oxide (3 nm). AFM image and topological data before (b) and after (c) UV-laser processing of a typical thin ﬁlm device as described above.

modulated lasers and the technique called derivative spectroscopy
[7] but this increases the complexity of the gas sensing systems
and can lead to an increase in possible errors from random spectral artefacts created by the sensing scheme. It also requires a
greater degree of stabilisation, as well as the use of 2nd or 3rd order
phase servo-control schemes. Moreover, there are over a hundred
absorption lines and there are many adjacent rotational absorption
lines corresponding to each major absorption band that all have a
temperature dependence [8,9], which can make for difﬁcult interpretation; humidity interference can be an additional problem [1].
For lasers that have linewidths of 10 MHz, their coherence lengths
are of the order of tens of metres, therefore multiple reﬂections
within the sample test absorption cell itself can produce signiﬁcant effects upon the transmission/absorption spectra. Another gas
sensing approach – gas chromatography – can perform an accurate quantitative analysis of the presence of methane gas, but it is
expensive and unsuitable for in situ monitoring, which is essential
in most cases [10,11].
Other types of optical ﬁbre methane gas sensors that are not
based upon spectroscopy have received signiﬁcant attention and
are being explored because of their remote detection capability, safety in hazardous environments (potential ambient or low
temperature operation), multiplexing capabilities, low cost, small
footprint, non-spark (optical not electrical) property and immunity to electromagnetic radiation. These devices lend themselves
to applications in the deep seam coal mining environments, where
there is a possibility of methane accumulation [4]. The ﬁbre-optic
type of sensor has met with some success but still has major problems that need to be addressed; a few of their shortcomings are
pointed out below. Several conﬁgurations have been investigated,
for example an optical ﬁbre intra-cavity within a single mode ﬁbre
or using poly-crystalline- optical ﬁbre [12,13]; an interferometric
device, which operates in a manner similar to the aforementioned
[4,6,7] spectroscopic technique and thus displays similar problems [12,13]. Furthermore, evanescent ﬁeld sensors have been used
in the past [14], but measure only changes in the bulk refractive index, therefore chemical selectivity is an issue. Moreover,
other optical ﬁbre sensors, such as long period grating devices
have been considered, working in conjunction with zinc oxide
ﬁlms to make the sensors chemically speciﬁc to methane but these
need to operate at temperatures in excess of 200 ◦ C [15]. To lower

this higher operating temperature researchers have investigated
using a palladium−silver-activated ZnO surface, however this still
requires operation at temperatures in excess of 100 ◦ C [16].
In this paper we present an optical sensing platform that is
based on metal oxide semiconductor technology, but that monitors changes in the material properties of the MOS optically. This
material and coating architecture is capable of selective sensing of
methane gas using zinc oxide by producing a distinct and measurable wavelength shift, which is opposite in sign to that produced
by changes in the bulk refractive index. This spectral behaviour is
underpinned by a mechanism that is based upon the interaction
of near infrared localised surface plasmons generated by platinum
regions within a matrix of zinc oxide. The optical device also has
multiplexing capabilities and can be used in hostile or explosive
environments and has the potential to be used in gas sensing applications. The optical MOS sensor has a methane limit of detection
of 2% by volume, at low concentrations of methane, ranging from
0 to 10% by volume with a best detection performance of 0.15%
around concentration values of 50%. The device produces a nonlinear response and yields a resolution of 0.4% over concentrations
of 85.0% of methane in air, at room temperature and at ambient
pressure. The typical sensitivity of the device was 1.05 dB/fractional
volume increase in methane.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Fabrication and physical characterisation
The device is constructed in three stages [17]. Firstly, a standard
single mode optical ﬁbre (SMF-28) is mechanically lapped down
to 3 m ± 0.5 m from the core-cladding interface. This distance
is large enough to minimise the evanescent ﬁeld strength at the
ﬂat of the lapped ﬁbre surface and to stop the coated ﬂat of the
D-shaped acting as a “mode sink”, which would affect the overall dynamic range (optical power) of the sensor. Secondly, vacuum
RF plasma sputtering is used to deposit a series of thin ﬁlm coatings onto the ﬂat region of the lapped ﬁbre. Initially the ﬁbre was
coated with germanium (48 nm) and silicon dioxide (48 nm). These
two coatings are followed by alternating layers of platinum (3 nm)
followed by zinc oxide (3 nm). This layering process is repeated four
times with an additional overlay of platinum (3 nm) (Fig. 1). Follow-
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Fig. 2. Experimental results obtained from ﬁeld-emission scanning electron microscopy on the Zn/Pt matrix coating (a) a typical large ﬁeld view of the surface of the coating
(b) a high resolution image of the Zn/Pt matrix coating surface (c) a typical histogram of the size distribution of the nucleation surface features. (d) the distribution of the
sizes of the background granulation (e) a typical spectrum of the ﬁlm coating.

ing the fabrication of the coatings, they are exposed to ultra-violet
light (244 nm Sabre FreD Coherent laser) in the form of a diffraction pattern created from a phase mask and optical apparatus used
in the fabrication of a conventional ﬁbre Bragg grating [18]. These
thin ﬁlm coatings have been examined by several techniques during
the fabrication process; below we present atomic force microscopy
(AFM) images before and after UV processing (Fig. 1(b) and (c),
respectively).
Analysing the AFM data, we observe an increase in the overall
surface area in contact with the gases (Fig. 1), this has been estimated to 2.5% in area. The overall roughness for the non-exposed
surface is 0.257 nm, which increases to 3.7 nm after exposure and
the average heights increase from 2.4 nm to 74 nm. The non- UV
processed material is ﬂat and shows artefacts in the form of stitch
errors from the AFM measurement itself (Fig. 1b). These changes in
topology lead to the different spectral optical responses observed
as a function of polarisation, bulk refractive index and the spectral response to the presence of methane. The holes that appear in
the UV processed surface have a depth of about 70 nm, which is the
combined thickness of the SiO2 and the ZnO/Pt layers. Furthermore,
the coatings were investigated using x-ray photon-emission spectroscopy (XPS) and ﬁeld-emission scanning electron microscopy
(FSEM) both with and without UV processing. The FSEM results
before UV processing are shown in Fig. 2; inspecting Fig. 2(a) and (b)
shows granulation of the surface of the coating along with surface
nucleation of the thin ﬁlm coating. The typical size distribution of
key nucleation surface features is shown in Fig. 2(c), yielding a mean
size of 22 nm and standard deviation of 13 nm. Furthermore, there is
a ﬁner background granulation of the majority of the surface caused

by the fabrication procedure, ranging from 3 to 20 nm in size, see
Fig. 2(d). The composition of the nucleation surface features and the
background surface were investigated, and all physical features of
the surface have the same composition and the same ratio of each
component used in the ZnO/Pt matrix fabrication, see Fig. 2(e).
Due to the known physical dependences of surface plasmons,
the MOS/Pt surface plasmons’ polarisation dependences and the
bulk refractive index spectral sensitivity were investigated using
the apparatus shown in Fig. 3.
Investigating the polarisation dependency of the localised surface plasmon resonances through the UV processing there are
several observations to be made. Firstly, surface plasmon resonances can occur over the available light source wavelength range
(Fig. 4(a)), with excitation resonances of similar optical strength
across the observable spectrum. The explanation for this large spectral tunability relates to the distribution of the platinum in the
matrix coating. The fabrication procedure is only depositing the
equivalent of 3 nm of material in one layer from the sputtering target. An individual layer initially forms islands of material before
becoming a coating of uniform thickness after more material is
deposited; this happens during the ﬁrst few nanometers [19], see
Fig. 2. This leads to a range of particle sizes of platinum that supports
the surface plasmons, which are also dependent upon the material
surrounding the platinum particles, which is either air or zinc oxide
or both, and these plasmons are classiﬁed as localised surface plasmons [20]. Fig. 1(b) shows that the coating is relatively smooth
(roughness ∼ 0.3 nm); with this surface topology one may anticipate that the propagation length of the surface plasmon would be
long, thus the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the resonance
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Fig. 3. (a) Apparatus used to investigate the polarisation and refractive index spectral sensitivities. (b) Schematic of apparatus used.

would be spectrally narrow [21,22]. Inspecting a typical resonance
of the surface plasmon in transmission, e.g. those shown in Fig. 4(a),
the FWHM is approximately 300 nm, indicating that the propagation length is actually small [23]. These values are an indication that
this device is generating localised surface plasmons. Fig. 4(b) yields
a polarisation sensitivity (rotating the azimuth of polarisation) of
2.7 dBDeg−1 in close proximity to maximum optical strength of the
resonance, which is similar to other localised surface plasmon ﬁbre
devices [17]. Fig. 4(c) is an illustration of how the dispersion properties of the surface plasmons change with wavelength; this spectral
behaviour is expected and has been reported elsewhere [22].
3. Results
3.1. Spectral sensitivity and chemical selectivity
The bulk refractive index sensitivity of a device prior to UV
inscription was investigated both in the gas and liquid regimes.

Fig. 5 shows the spectral behaviour and spectral sensitivity of a
typical device in the aqueous index regime, providing  /n
of 3800 nm/RIU and I/n of 230 dB/RIU from peak excitation
measurements over an index range of 1.31–1.37; these are high
sensitivity values compared to other devices [24].
The highest sensitivities occur in the low refractive index regime
(gas phase) with a maximum bulk material refractive index spectral
sensitivity of  /n ≈ + 3.7 × 104 nm/RIU. The change in the optical strength of the resonances was negligible, see Fig. 6. Inspecting
Fig. 6, the gases used were the alkane gases and carbon dioxide at
room temperature (23 ◦ C) and with nominal pressure of one atmosphere. All the gases, with the exception of methane, demonstrated
a consistent wavelength shift attributable to an increase in bulk
refractive index. The spectral response of the sensor to methane is
opposite to that for increasing bulk refractive index; all other gases
produced a blue wavelength shift and methane produced a red
wavelength shift from air, indicative of a speciﬁc chemical spectral
response. Carbon dioxide (CO2 ) has a similar bulk refractive index to
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Fig. 4. (a) An example of the spectral dependence upon polarisation variation. (b) A typical variation of the wavelength and optical strength of a surface plasmon resonance
from a maximum in coupling with respect to azimuthal polarisation. (c) The wavelength sensitivity as a function of polarisation at various spectral locations.

Fig. 5. (a) The transmission spectrum dependency upon changes in the surrounding refractive index in the aqueous regime; (b) and (c) the resonant wavelength shift and
optical strength change (compared to device in air) as a function of refractive index, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Refractive index spectral sensitivity in the gas regime and the demonstration of a speciﬁc response to methane at two different wavelengths. (a) The initial wavelength
is 1347 nm and (b) the initial wavelength is 1360 nm. (c) The wavelength shifts of the resonance as a function of methane concentration at 23. 0 ◦ C and 25.7 ◦ C with relative
humidity of 50.60% and 43.10%,

,

.

methane under these conditions and at the wavelengths of interest
(the refractive index at a wavelength of 1350 nm is approximately
1.0004401 [25] compared with an estimated bulk refractive index
for methane of 1.000432 [26]). Therefore CO2 was used to compare
the bulk refractive index response.
It was found that the dispersion properties were different for
localised surface plasmon resonances at differing spectral locations, thus environmental perturbation can cause red or blue
wavelength shifts of the plasmon’s resonance depending upon the
spectral location of the resonance relative to the dispersion curve
for a given localised surface plasmon. Therefore, experimentally
we have studied two different surface plasmons and their resonances. The ﬁrst displays an overall blue wavelength shift from air
for increase in bulk refractive index with a resonance at 1348 nm
with methane producing typical red shifts of +0.5 nm. At the longer

wavelength at 1360 nm, the device displays an overall red wavelength shift from air for bulk increase in refractive index with
methane producing typical blue shifts of −0.6 nm The equivalent
bulk refractive index spectral sensitivity from carbon dioxide to
methane is −1.8 × 105 nm/RIU for the surface plasmon resonance at
the longer wavelength and +4.1 × 104 nm/RIU at the shorter wavelength resonance.
Further experiments revealed that this sensing platform yielded
a limit of detection of methane of 2% by volume at low concentrations. The spectral sensitivity varies non-linearly, at the lower
concentrations from 0 to 12%, with maximum sensitivity occurring approximately in midrange concentrations with a resolution
of 0.15% with decreasing spectral sensitivity at concentrations of
85.0% and above, which yielded an accuracy of 0.3% by volume, see
Fig. 6(c).
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Fig. 7. A typical refractive index spectral sensitivity of the UV processed device in the gas regime.

It is known that Humidity effects the electrical properties of ZnO,
in fact, ZnO electrical sensors are used to detect humidity [27]. The
fact that humidity may have an effect on the sensing mechanism
the experiment of methane sensitivity was repeated at different
temperatures and thus different relative humidities ranging from a
minimum temperature of 23.0 ◦ C and humidity of 50.6% to 25.7 ◦ C
and relative humidity of 43.1%, The humidity appears not to signiﬁcantly change the functionality of the sensors over the range
investigated, but gives a small DC wavelength offset which is a blue
wavelength shift, the same as the sensor’s response in the presence
of methane. This is due to the fact that water vapour has a lower
refractive index than dry air, see Fig. 6c. The 7.5% relative humidity
change produced a wavelength shift of ∼0.02 nm over the full range
limit detection; 0.44 nm.
Furthermore, the devices that were UV processed were also
characterised; typical results are shown in Fig. 7, which are different to those of the non-UV processed sensors shown in Fig. 6.
The change in spectral behaviour is expected due to the fact that
the topology of the coating is different, as are the ratios of the
elements exposed to the environment. Therefore the UV processing has transformed the structure into a different type of localised
surface plasmon device [17], thus changing the spectral characteristics. These results are included to illustrate that the speciﬁc
chemical mechanism providing a speciﬁc response to methane
is still applicable to another sensing device conﬁguration. Fig. 7
shows that methane yields a larger wavelength shift and change
in optical strength than would be expected for a change in bulk
refractive index. The UV processed devices yielded less overall spectral sensitivity in the gas regime of  /n = 380 nm/RIU for bulk
refractive index change. The highest spectral sensitivity observed
for the UV processed devices is from methane to carbon dioxide,
yielding the equivalent bulk refractive index spectral sensitivity of
 /n = −1.3 × 104 nm/RIU and I /n = 1.7 × 104 dB/RIU, which
are considerably less than the non-UV processed sensing platforms.

However, the results shown in Fig. 6 suggest that the sensor’s
response to methane is not attributable to increase in bulk refractive index. Research has been conducted that suggests offers a
possible mechanism to produce this distinct spectral behaviour of
the surface plasmon device with methane.
It is believed that chemisorption of the oxygen on the surface of
the MOS is the prime mechanism in changing the electrical properties of the MOS, such as conductivity, which has a relationship
to permittivity and thus effective refractive index [28]. It is known
that the electrical resistance of ZnO is dependent upon the adsorbed
O2 molecules on its surface. The oxygen molecule attracts an electron from the conduction band of ZnO (an n-type semiconductor)
and forms O2 − , this occurs at room temperature. These O2 − ions
get adsorbed on the ZnO surface forming ZnO:O2 − species through
strong ZnO–O2 − interaction. It is known that addition of a metal
atom to this system strips the O2 − molecule from the ZnO [16].
There is evidence to suggest that the addition of platinum atoms in
contact with ZnO produces Pt: O2 − and like other such compounds
[16] the bond becomes weaker and so the oxygen species is readily
released from the metal atom; this can occur at low temperatures.
It is known that methane breaks down into C H3 and  H [29]. This
hydrogen radical reacts with the absorbed O2 − that has been coupled to the Pt, producing water (H2 O) and carbon dioxide (CO2 ).
Other experimentalists have shown that this type of reaction has a
negative Gibb’s Free energy [29]. Following this initial breakdown
of the methane there is rapid total oxidation of methane with oxygen; this can occur at room temperature, indicated by the Gibbs
free energy of −801 kJ/mol [30]. In both cases, the values are negative, indicating the spontaneity of these reactions. Experimentally
it has been observed that there are Pt granulates on the surface
of the coating on our devices, see Fig. 3. Furthermore, the spectral
characteristics of the localised surface plasmons formed on the Pt
granulates on the surface of the coating change in the presence of
gaseous methane, see Figs. 6 and 7. Therefore considering the Pt
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Table 1
A summary of the major components observed in the thin ﬁlm coatings.
Sample

ZnO/Pt thin Film
UV processed ZnO/Pt thin ﬁlm
Platinum Control

Pt Binding Energy 4f7

% atomic concentration
C

O

Pt (Metalic)

Zn (ZnO)

Ge (GeO2 )

56
23.4
–

18.2
26.5
–

17.2
28.3
100

8.7
20.4
–

–
1.5
–

Fig. 8. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy on the Zn/Pt matrix coating
showing a typical large ﬁeld view of the surface with both UV and non-UV processed
regions.

initial and ﬁnal state:
2Pt : O2 − + CH4
→ [2Pt : O2 − + C H3 +  H] → 2H2 O + CO2 + 2Pt,

(1)

The authors realise that this is a simpliﬁed view and that the true
reaction process will be complicated by the presence of Pt on the
ZnO. It is known that other alkane gases react with O2 − molecules
with Pt acting as a catalyst, but for most of the alkane gases this
occurs above room temperatures (20 ◦ C–30 ◦ C) [1–3,15,16]. Moreover, considering the ZnO thin ﬁlm’s sensitivity to methane and
ethane there has been reported work [31] showing signiﬁcantly
higher sensitivity for methane than ethane over a nominal temperature range of 20 ◦ C–60 ◦ C, which is reasonably consistent with
our experimental observations: the fact that we see marked differences between the methane and the ethane results, in Figs. 6a, b
and 7. This is reasonable consistent with the fact that for a given
catalyst the energy required for the activation of a C H bond within
each molecule is different indicating different temperature requirements for the reaction [32,33]. In addition, to complicate matters
more, it is known that the type and physical state of the catalyst
effects the reaction of the molecules [33], and the surface topology
of this sensing material is complex due to the fabrication procedure
and plays an important role in the overall reaction to methane. The
UV processed sensing platform had a different surface topology,
see Fig. 8 which produced a difference in the experimental results,
which can be seen by inspecting Figs. 6 and 7.
Furthermore the methane Gibbs free energy change of formation (Gf  ) has the largest negative value of −50.8 kJmol−1
(for example compared to ethane which has a Gf  value of
−32.9 kJmol−1 both at a temperature of 25 ◦ C [30,34]) suggesting
that initial breakdown of the methane occurs more readily at lower
temperatures than ethane which assists to promote the reaction.
The authors suspect that the most signiﬁcant factor is the ZnO having a higher sensitivity for methane working in conjunction with

70.7 eV
70.8 eV
71.0 eV

the Pt catalyst which promotes this reaction more favourably than
for ethane or the rest of the alkane gases.
The result of such a reaction will yield an overall reduction in
the density of the electrons on the surface of the Pt in the presence of methane. It is known that the electron density is directly
proportional to the effective permittivity of the dielectric material.
Therefore, considering the above reaction, within the immediate
surrounding environment of the surface of the Pt granulates where
the O2 − molecules reside; these O2 − molecules will be stripped
away from the platinum during the above reaction in the presence
of methane, which doesn’t occur for the other alkane gas. This stripping away of O2 − would cause a depletion in electron density in
close proximity to the Pt granules’ surface, creating a reduction in
the surrounding medium’s effective permittivity, which is related
to the optical refractive index, which is in turn directly related to
the phase match condition of the surface plasmons in the spectral domain [35]. The permittivity reduction leads to the opposite
wavelength shift that would be expected with an increase in the
bulk refractive index of the medium surrounding the Pt granulates
(an increase in the effective permittivity).
To help conﬁrm the mechanism for the opposite wavelength
shift that was observed with methane, XPS was performed on the
thin ﬁlm coating before and after UV processing along with a control
platinum test sample; the results are shown in Fig. 9 and Table 1.
Inspecting the binding energy curves for the ZnO/Pt UV processed
material and the pristine ZnO/Pt samples and comparing with a
pure Pt control sample, there is a small difference in the binding energies of the 4f7 orbital of 0.2 and 0.3 eVs, respectively. This
difference between the Pt and the ZnO/Pt samples is close to the
resolution of the equipment used but it does suggest that there is a
weak interaction occurring and that the Pt: O2 − bond could be the
origin for this difference. Moreover, the binding energy is less in
the non-UV processed coating than for the UV processed one, thus
less energy is required for the reaction to occur than for the UV
processed coatings. This would appear in the experimental characterisation of the UV processed coatings, having less sensitivity
to methane than the non-UV coating; this spectral behaviour was
observed.

4. Discussion
When comparing this optical sensing platform to other photonic methane sensing schemes in the literature, there are several
types to be considered. One is the spectroscopic/interferometric
techniques that are based upon absorption lines at ∼1650 nm or
∼1330 nm [4,6] for which such systems have reported a limit
of detection of 50 ppm. However, these spectroscopic techniques
require long integration times of around a minute and the sensing
elements are large in size ranging from 5 cm to 40 cm. Moreover,
these spectroscopic techniques are mostly operating in the range
of 1–5% volume and yield resolutions of 0.01%–0.05%. Whilst the
spectroscopic techniques offer good performance they only operate
over a limited range compared to the device being demonstrated
here that delivers a useable range from 1% to 100%, which covers the
lower explosive limit LEL (4.4%) and upper explosive limit (15%). At
the higher concentrations there appears to be some nonlinearity in
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Fig. 9. Experimental results from x-ray photon-emission spectroscopy (a) typical spectra of the Pt 4f7 electron orbital of the ZnO/Pt and UV processed ZnO/Pt samples
compared to a metallic Pt control.

the response to increasing concentration of methane, which may
be indicative of a saturation effect occurring.
The spectroscopic/interferometric techniques are complicated,
physically bulky and they generally are not viable for multiplexing and are costly to manufacture compared to the device reported
here, which is small, potentially cheaper and can be multiplexed.
Furthermore, in the spectroscopic systems, the sample cells may
produce spurious reﬂections and spurious interferometers with
contrast ratios of similar magnitude to the signal being detected,
which can be a signiﬁcant problem [7]; that is not an issue with the
demonstrated plasmonic sensing platform.
The interaction of gases with evanescent optical ﬁelds, such as is
provided by long period gratings [13], has had some limited success
detecting ammonia but not yet methane and using photonic crystal ﬁbre generates other problems such as the time it takes to ﬁll
the holes along with connectorisation to more conventional ﬁbre
optic components. There are other evanescent optical ﬁeld sensors
[14,36,37] that operate well below LEL at 0.1%, however evanescent
sensors use a methane absorption line at 1651 nm, thus multiplexing such sensors working at the same wavelength complicates
the required interrogation scheme. Furthermore, these evanescent
sensors are based upon a long length of D-shaped ﬁbre (1 m) with
an exposed core, this length of ﬁbre is mechanically fragile.
Conventional electrically based MOS devices generally have low
sensitivity and poor chemical selectivity and have high energy consumption but potentially can be used for a wide range of target
gases. They can also have short response times, long lifetimes and
low manufacturing costs. The majority of these types of sensors
work at elevated temperatures – typically 200–300 ◦ C [1–3,38,39],
which is a disadvantage compared to the plasmonic sensing platform in this work, which operates at room temperature and without
any spark hazard to the sensed environment. Furthermore the conventional MOS sensors have issues with chemical selectivity and
interference caused by other chemicals being present; for example,
carbon dioxide in the sampled atmosphere can corrupt a sensor’s
performance [1,2,40].

The plasmonic device has been used with other alkane gases as
well as carbon dioxide and has shown a distinctive speciﬁc spectral
behaviour with methane that is not produced by the other gases.
The explanation for this behaviour with regards carbon dioxide is
because the sensing is done at room temperature and the carbon
dioxide reaction needs elevated temperature to become signiﬁcant
[1,40,41]. Some work has been done to lower the operational temperature of electrical sensors by using a palladium−silver-activated
ZnO surface [16] but they still require elevated temperatures of
around 100 ◦ C, thus having still a signiﬁcant power footprint and
again there are issues with regards to chemical selectivity and multiplexing capabilities. In terms of detection limits to methane of the
MOS electrical sensors, they have similar or slightly lower detection
limits along with similar sensitivities [1,38,41] to the plasmonic
device.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we describe and demonstrate an optical sensing scheme that can detect changes in the optical properties of
a metal oxide semiconductor (ZnO) in a multi-thin ﬁlm matrix
with platinum in the presence of the hydrocarbon gas methane.
The operation of the device is based upon the interaction of nearinfrared localised surface plasmons generated by platinum regions
within a matrix of zinc oxide. A limit of detection of 2% by volume
with concentrations from 0 to 12% at room temperature is demonstrated along with a selective chemical response to methane over
carbon dioxide and the other alkane gases. This sensor yields an
equivalent refractive index spectral sensitivity of 1.8 × 105 nm/RIU.
The optical mechanism that is utilised within the sensing platform occurs without elevated temperatures, thus it is suitable for
applications at ambient temperature. The non-electrical and passive mechanism makes it suitable for ﬂammable and potentially
explosive environments. Furthermore this sensing approach has
potential and capabilities to be multiplexed to form sensing arrays.
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The general comparison with alternative sensing approaches
has shown that there are some major advantages with this optical
sensing platform as a methane sensing scheme over the majority of
techniques currently used. More importantly, the authors believe
that this is the ﬁrst time that the optical properties of MOS have
been monitored to detect the presence of a speciﬁc gas. This single
observation is a signiﬁcant result, because MOSs have a potentially
large number of target gases, thus offering a new paradigm for gas
sensing using MOSs.
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